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W H AT I S A U K U L E L E ?
A ukulele is a plucked string instrument from the same instrumental family as the
guitar. The ukulele is a relatively new instrument in terms of being widely learnt. It is
now hugely popular amongst adults, with ukulele orchestras being set up all over the
country. There is even a Ukulele Orchestra of Great Britain!

C H I L D R E N LOV E I T - U K U L E L E S RO C K !

Here they are playing the theme tune from the film
‘The Good, The Bad and The Ugly’
https://www.youtubecomwatch?v=pLgJ7pk0X-s
Concerts in school or at the De Montfort Hall are always rewarding and
pupils get a real sense of achievement. Parents and other family members are
often amazed by the quality of the sound and the disciplined performances
produced by the children.

More recently the ukulele has become one of the more popular instruments to learn in whole class ensembles.
This may be because:
It can be strummed or plucked from the very first

All pupils are able to get enjoyment from playing the

lesson and so children instantly make a musical sound

ukulele and make progress

Children learn new songs every week, from 		

There are lots of engaging musical examples of 		

traditional songs such as ‘Sailor went to Sea’ to pop

ukulele performances that can motivate and inspire

songs like Sam Smith’s ‘Stay with Me’.

children from George Formby to the Pixar Film ‘Lava’.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uh4dTLJ9q9o

W H AT I S I N V O LV E D I N L E A R N I N G T H E U K U L E L E ?
In WCET lessons the ukulele is taught in a fun and engaging way, with children actively involved in making music from
the beginning of the very first session. Each pupil is given their own instrument that they responsible for and are
encouraged to play it outside of the regular weekly formal lessons. The teacher explains that learning an instrument
is great fun and offers many advantages for your people, but also, at times, it will be challenging and maybe even
frustrating. They will explain that when they were learning they sometimes too became frustrated and fed up but they
kept at it and it eventually clicked. In WCET lessons children will develop their skills as real musicians learning selfworth, peer-appreciation, how to receive feedback, and how to support each other: all skills that can be taken outside
of the classroom into their daily lives.

During the year the children will develop many ukulele playing techniques. These will include being able to:
Play at least four chords in various combinations;

Play as part of a ukulele ensemble;

Strum in time with different songs;

Lead whole class performances;

Sing simple songs accurately and together;

Improve their performances by responding to 		

Read ‘tabs’ ( a form of ukulele notation);

feedback from teachers and other pupils.

W H AT I S A U K U L E L E W C E T L E S S O N L I K E ?
Ukulele WCET lessons are not just about learning

and, using a blank rhythm grid, compose their own

to play the ukulele but will also involve children in

rhythms and then add chords to these. They will then

creating their own music and listening and responding

practice their compositions and play them to the other

both to recordings of music and also the performances

members of the class. Making music as performers and

of other pupils. Lessons typically begin with rhythm

composers lies at the centre of ukulele WCET lessons.

games based on a rhythm they have already learnt.

Children are encouraged to take ownership of their

They will strum this rhythm using different chord

own work and learn how to work with others in making

sequences. They may then work in small groups

and performing music.

TOM’S STORY
Tom is on the autistic spectrum and joins the class for just some lessons, one of which is music.
At the beginning of the programme he was really puzzled and observed from the side most of the time.
However the teachers always made sure he tried to play at some point during the lesson, and he enjoyed the
individual attention.
Tom gradually grew more confident and eventually joined in fully in every lesson. He preferred to be at the
front of the class, which was great as the teachers could keep him focused if he became frustrated. He began

I really missed

to like to volunteer to show what he could play and managed to play and practice with a partner.

this lesson

During his last term, he would often say things like ‘’ I really missed this lesson during the holidays’’. At the

during the

end of term, the ukulele group performed for two evening concerts and Tom performed in both, proudly

holidays!

standing at the front of the stage.

